



























































































































































































































w⇒＋A∧B 　⇔　w⇒＋A かつ w⇒＋B
w⇒－A∧B 　⇔　w⇒－A または w⇒－B
w⇒＋A∨B 　⇔　w⇒＋A または w⇒＋B
w⇒－A∨B 　⇔　w⇒－A かつ w ⇒－B
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w⇒＋A⊃B 　⇔　w⇒－A または w⇒＋B
w⇒－A⊃B 　⇔　w⇒＋A かつ w⇒－B
w⇒＋tΨA 　⇔　すべてのw’ ∈Wに対して、wRδ（t）Ψw’ ならば w’ ⇒＋A








w⇒＋□A 　⇔　すべてのw’ ∈Pに対して、w’ ⇒＋A
w⇒－□A 　⇔　あるw’ ∈Pに対して、w’ ⇒－A
w⇒＋◇A 　⇔　あるw’ ∈Pに対して、w’ ⇒＋A
w⇒－◇A 　⇔　すべてのw’ ∈Pに対して、w’ ⇒－A
w⇒＋A→B 　⇔　すべてのw’ ∈Cに対して、w’ ⇒＋A ならば w’ ⇒＋B























































































































































































































































































































 　　　　δ＋（＝,w）＝{<d1,d2>, <d2,d2>}⊆D 2





















































































『MIKUNOPOLIS in Los Angeles ‘Happy to meet you! I’m Hatsune Miku’』のDVD等を参照。
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This paper argues about Hatsune Miku, a Japanese virtual pop singer, from a viewpoint 
of noneism which is a new version of meinongianism, using a world semantics to provide it 
with a framework. Now my question is whether there is Hatsune Miku. The answer is that 
Hatsune Miku is not in the actual world, but in other worlds where whatever we imagine 
of her comes true. And Hatsune Miku exists uniquely and identically in every non-actual 
world in which it is realized that there is Hatsune Miku. But we feel that there is Hatsune 
Miku in the actual world, because we mistake the imaginary for the real character by 
means of watching those 3D moving images of herself which have performed lively dances 
with her songs singing in Hatsune Miku Live Concerts, e.g., ‘MIKUNOPOLIS in LOS 
ANGELES ---Happy to meet you! I’m HATSUNE MIKU---’ at the Nokia Theatre in Los 
Angeles on July 2, 2011.
On whether there is Hatsune Miku： 
From a Noneist Point of View
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